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linoleum floor—as a repeated “What next?” that made it pack a punch. 
Hanging adjacent to his letter with its unanswered questions was 
another painting featuring the phone-loving lady. The only visitor to 
seem bodied, she’s seen from behind, framing the African woman—a 
tiny but full rendering—in her screen as she photographs, isolating her 
from the surrounding visual noise. Is she truly seeing her, with technol-
ogy as an aid? Maybe not—that photographing is not always seeing is 
clearly part of Jefferson’s multilayered rhetorical play—but maybe yes, 
though she won’t find out who she was. In this painting, Flâneuse (After 
Richter), 2020, blonde hairdo and flowered outfit converse not only 
with the German artist’s iconic 1988 canvas Betty, but also, in the 
pantheon of women painted from behind, with Vermeer’s Girl with a 
Pearl Earring, ca. 1665. Jefferson uses this chain of images as a short-
hand for the notion of who within the art-historical continuum gets to 
be seen, preserved, named. 

—Martin Herbert

BRUSSELS

Jill Mulleady
GLADSTONE GALLERY

There was something feral about the figures in Jill Mulleady’s “Decline 
& Glory”: A woman pawed at her own face; a wolfish canine panted 
by a river; a ruddy-cheeked Marquis de Sade stared crazedly at the wall 
of his prison cell. Mulleady builds tension through the contrast between 
highly controlled composition and hints of disorder and decay; the 
image seems a thin and fragile surface over life’s unruliness. An elusive 
temporality moved across the works here, as a woman reappeared aged 
and flowers wilted, breaching painting’s attempt to hold a reality in 
suspension. An allegory for this failed endeavor, Fighting the Devils 
Futility (all works 2020) captured a wave as it swelled to a crest, always 
just about to crash against a sanguine sky. 

The light-washed red of that horizon was a persistent feature of the 
exhibition, replacing the luminescent green that suffused, for instance, 
the works Mulleady exhibited at the 58th Venice Biennale in 2019. 
Recalling the carmine dresses and drapes that accent Rubens’s portraits, 
these newer paintings play with the color’s regal role in art history. The 
deep red of overripe strawberries permeated the exhibition, conjuring 
the sense of festering glory days. (Decomposing fruit was also a recur-
rent motif.) Vermilion backgrounds recalled Pompeian frescoes. Pre-
served under the rubble of Mount Vesuvius, their scenes of cavorting 
gods or still lifes of baskets of figs set against fields of red stood like 

icons of a rise and fall.
Mulleady is a painter of 

atmospheres in which the 
emotional grain of inherited 
narratives seeps through to 
conjure auguries of impend-
ing decline. Her figures are 
subject to strange juxtaposi-
tions, with a lobster scuttling 
under crumpled sheets behind 
the Marquis de Sade in Sade 
en Prison, for instance, or a 
plate of strawberries rotting 
on the floor beside a wrin-
kled woman in bed in 18 Rue 
Souveraine, 1050. These com-
positional parallels across can-
vases locate the two bedroom 

scenes in a shared world, placing the Bastille in late-eighteenth-century 
Paris and the rue Souveraine apartment near where the artist spent this 
past summer in Brussels in the same fantastical painterly register. Soft 
edges and shifts in palette often delineate the paintings’ forms, creating 
an impression of flatness that undermines the markers of perspective in 
architecture and landscape that structure the compositions. Mulleady 
hones this uncanny effect in Gardens of the Blind, in which an angular 
androgynous figure in the foreground appears pale against a verdant 
landscape, their dark coat contoured by a riverbank and plumes of 
smoke. In the distance upriver, tones of bruised ocher and purple imbue 
an embracing couple at the water’s edge.

The atmosphere in “Decline & Glory” extended beyond the canvases 
as Mulleady turned her attention to the gallery’s nineteenth-century 
Neoclassical architecture as well. She painted bunches of decaying fruit 
on the ceiling of the grand ground floor as emblems of dying bourgeois 
aspiration. Having previously made paintings on found car windows 
and the doors of a house that was slated for demolition, Mulleady 
painted Shadowplay on a mirror from a gutted house, the one on rue 
Souveraine, setting a Pierre Klossowski-esque tangle of lanky figures 
on its corroding surface. The mirror put the room itself on display, 
tempting you to take a look at yourself in the midst of all this. With 
gallery-going still precarious, the decline of some kind of pompous 
glory just seemed to fill the air. 

—Camila McHugh

HASSELT, BELGIUM 

Revital Cohen & Tuur Van Balen
Z33 

In a conversation discussing their approach to “Palms Palms Palms,” 
a show surveying the past ten years of their work, Revital Cohen & 
Tuur Van Balen referred to the concept of apophenia, the tendency to 
perceive connections between unrelated things. The London-based 
duo’s work possesses this quality in spades: Taking place in the realms 
of artistic research, production, and presentation and reaching into 
our global systems of production, mechanization, and investment, 
their investigations postulate relationships between raw materials, 
human and animal labor, capital, extraction, industrial production, 
colonial inheritance, and scientific innovation. The constellations that 
they propose—enacted in the many works themselves, as well as in 
their display—afforded an intriguing account of the infrastructures 
of uncertainty. 

For example, their recent film The Odds (Part 1), 2019, soon to be 
followed by a sequel, reveals tenuous connections in three parts and by 
means of three types of bodies: thoroughbred racehorses slowly being 
led to the ground by the hands of British veterinarian staff after being 
dosed with ketamine in preparation for surgery; three smiling showgirls 
in ornate costumes onstage at the Londoner, a new Las Vegas Sands 
Corporation casino in Macau; and Steve Ignorant, who cofounded 
anarcho-punk band Crass, performing an echoing spoken-word rant 
in an empty movie theater turned bingo hall in London. The artists 
activate the symbolic capitalization of this city as a franchised setting 
for wealth and investment through the film’s focus on these settings and 
situations. They also do this spatially by means of sculptural interpre-
tations of the surfaces and molded components of vernacular casino 
architecture, which become the stage on which the work is presented, 
itself a work titled Entertainment Row, 2020, part of a larger series 
titled “Performance Mock-ups,” 2020. What begins to emerge is a 
network of symbolic, human, and animal capital that is inherently 
bound to a complex system of politics, investment, and entertainment. 

Jill Mulleady, Sade en 
Prison, 2020, oil on 
linen, 61 × 707⁄8".
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HYPERALLERGIC.COM, DECEMBER 21 2019
THE SOMBER SYMBOLISM OF JILL MULLEADY
REVIEW BY VALENTINA DI LISCIA
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Jill Mulleady, “A Fantasy of Transcendence
and a Preoccupation with Downfall and Ruin”
(2019), oil on canvas, included in Fight-or-
Flight at Swiss Institute (all photos by Daniel
Perez, courtesy of Swiss Institute)

Jill Mulleady’s painting “A
Fantasy of Transcendence and
a Preoccupation with Downfall
and Ruin” (2019) burns with
the heat of a desert. Against a
sky of jammy violets and

ART  • WEEKEND

The Somber Symbolism
of Jill Mulleady
The Swiss-Uruguayan artist here challenges viewers with a
single, colossal painting and a group of provocative conceptual
pieces.

Valentina Di Liscia December 21, 2019
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scorching oranges that
stretches above emerald
waters, a boyish figure rests on
a landmass bisected by the
stream of a rushing waterfall.
Massive and awkward, like a
fallen Goliath, he presides over
a whimsical world of miniscule
fauna and conical trees. Fenced
in by a metal security gate and
punctuated by human skulls
and beheaded fish, however,
the scene is more industrial
landfill than fairytale forest;
the hulking figure, with
jaundiced eyes and mottled
skin, a bloated hand resting
wearily on his heart, appears
more feeble than fabled. To his
right, a digital tablet projects
holograms of a map and vague
data charts, useless and garbled
accumulations of information
that no longer serve a purpose.

The 11 1/2 by 15-foot work is the
centerpiece of Mulleady’s US
institutional debut, Fight-or-
Flight at Swiss Institute (S.I.)
in New York, curated by Laura
McLean-Ferris with assistance
from Daniel Merritt. Probably
best known for rendering
urban dystopias across
sequences of multiple, color-
drenched canvases, such as in
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Installation view of Fight-or-Flight at Swiss
Institute

those inspired by Edvard
Munch’s “Frieze of Life” for
this year’s Venice Biennale, the
Swiss-Uruguayan artist here
challenges viewers with a
single, colossal painting and a
group of provocative
conceptual pieces. Harnessing
the visual languages of myth,
desertion, and apocalypse, they
speak to environmental crises
and strongholds of power; to
the plight of people forced to
flee regions of unrest and the
lonely aftermath of their
survival. The works in Fight-or-
Flight are not easy to unpack or
stomach; they portray with
somber symbolism an
unsettling present and an
uncertain future.

S.I.’s new location in the East
Village, inaugurated last year,
was built in 1954 as a bank, and
the building housed a Chase
branch until 2015 before
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Jill Mulleady, “Pipeline” (2019), steel, epoxy,
and oil

Selldorf Architects undertook
renovations. Mulleady has
excavated this history,
transforming a small corner of
the main gallery into a safety
vault by barricading the space
with an original 1920s day gate
sourced from an outpost of the
First National Bank and Trust
Company in Chicago. Nearly
hidden in the darkness behind
a wall partition, “Vault Room”
(2019) is illuminated by bright
overhead spotlights that cast
ominous shadows of the steel
bars onto the floor. Inside the
room is an automated teller
machine that shows signs of
being tampered with, its doors
cracked open to reveal its
innards.

A sense of trespassing,
ransacking, and plundering
pervades “Vault Room,” but
most palpable perhaps is the
feeling of unshakable solitude,
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Jill Mulleady, “Vault Room” (2019), stainless
steel, brass, and automated teller machine

The interior of “Vault Room” (2019)

as well as the attendant
suspicion that this place was
abandoned long ago and we are
parsing through its ghostly
ruins.

A section from a used crude-oil
pipeline is in the center of the
gallery. The large tubular
sculpture, “Pipeline” (2019),
seems to have surfaced from
underground, like the
collection of plastic debris that
rises to the ocean in the Great
Pacific Garbage Patch. A tiny
gray mouse painted on the
inside of the cylinder is the
only embellishment to the
otherwise readymade work.
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With these enigmatic works,
Mulleady constructs a sparse
stage for multiple, disquieting
interpretations. The stillness of
her minimal interventions
evokes the impending danger
of an aftershock or the
menacing silence of a
minefield, pulling visitors into
the eye of the storm.

On the second floor, four
multicolored woodblock prints
depict a gargantuan humanoid
rat on horseback trotting away
from a city. Referring to the
exhibition’s title, a common
term for the body’s acute
response to stress as it
prepares to face or flee a
possible attacker, the press
release describes the rodent as
“embodying a desperate fight
for life.” Seen in the context of
Mulleady’s installation
downstairs, however, its
threatening snarl evokes an
absconding criminal, not a
victim in search of refuge.
Glancing backward, as if
catching a final glimpse of the
destruction it has left in its
wake, the creature could be the
architect of the 2008 financial
crisis, riding on the backs of
bailouts into a sunset of
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Installation view of Fight-or-Flight at Swiss
Institute

impunity — or the current
president of the United States,
who has virtually eluded
punishment even as he
threatens democracy and
advances policies that favor the
rich and further marginalize
the disenfranchised.

Or maybe it represents a
sinister reversal of the Pied
Piper of Hamelin legend,
wherein the city’s vermin
become its saviors, luring away
the parasitical human
residents. As with Mulleady’s
giant in the central painting,
allusions to folk tales serve to
draw viewers into familiar
terrain culled from childhood
and stories. She understands
how to exploit the power of
these references to disturb and
stir us. Banks and gas pipelines
index some of the most
wretched hoardings of wealth
in a market-driven society, and
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the loss of innocence Mulleady
suggests in her works
epitomizes a present in which
we can no longer turn a blind
eye.

Her message comes at a
climactic moment, when the
ethical quagmires of blood
money and abuses of power are
flooding the art world at
unprecedented speed,
revealing the complicity of
major cultural actors. (S.I. had
to grapple with its own
accountability earlier this year,
when an open letter signed by
50 artists and writers brought
attention to charges of
domestic abuse faced by Tobias
Madison, an artist included in
the exhibition Life and
Limbs concurrent with
Mulleady’s.)

The intensity Mulleady
achieves in her smaller
compositions doesn’t fully
translate to a mammoth
canvas; some areas of the large
painting here may come across
as washy or imprecise to those
who have seen in person the
ocean-deep richness of her
surfaces. Little didactic
material or guidance, aside
from the press release, is
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Jill Mulleady, “Fight-or-Flight” (2019),
woodcut print

provided to viewers who wish
to navigate the exhibition as
the artist intended. This is all
the more reason to applaud
Mulleady and S.I.’s curatorial
team, who chose to present an
uncomfortable and, at times,
ambiguous exhibition rather
than a crowd-pleasing one.
Fight-or-Flight represents a
major step in Mulleady’s
career: she has determined to
give us not what we want but
what we need to see.

Jill Mulleady: Fight-or-Flight
continues at the Swiss Institute
(38 St Marks Pl, East Village,
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Manhattan) through December
29.

Correction: A previous version
of this review stated that an open
letter signed by 50 artists and
writers protested the inclusion of
Tobias Madison in the
exhibition Life and Limbs. The
artists and writers did not protest
the inclusion, but did bring
attention to the charges of
domestic abuse. This has been
amended. 

Support Independent Arts Reporting

BECOME A MEMBER
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JILL MULLEADY: ALLEGORIES OF NOW
INTERVIEW BY LOLA KRAMER
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Jill
Mulleady:
Allegories
of Now
Interview by
Lola Kramer
11.12.2019

“Fight-or-Flight,” a
new solo exhibition
of Jill Mulleady
(Uruguayan, b.
1980, lives and
works in Los
Angeles) is on view
at the Swiss
Institute, New York,
through 29
December.
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LOLA KRAMER  You recently participated in the Venice Biennale with a
significant ensemble of thirteen paintings exhibited at the Giardini and
the Arsenale. With a solo presentation at Art Basel in-between, you’ve
just opened your first New York exhibition, “Fight-or-Flight,” at the Swiss
Institute. It’s been a busy year! And yet somehow, each presentation
feels different from the previous one.

JILL MULLEADY  I try not to repeat myself, and I often play with genres.
Initially, there was more of a Symbolist or Surrealist approach. Then I
started focusing more on New Objectivity and Social Realism. The New
York show is different from anything I’ve done before. I pushed more
towards an allegorical narrative.

LK  Can you tell me about the allegory?

JM  There’s only one painting, and it’s of a more substantial scale, five-
by-four meters. It’s called The Bird Watcher (2019). I’ve been looking at
Bruegel’s The Land of Cockaigne (1567), and this theme of paradise on
Earth that arose during the Renaissance. It’s this idea that in paradise,
you’re not working or doing anything but merely indulging. I wanted to
create a contemporary version of this. I started to paint this white giant
laying on a private island, watching birds. He’s playing with a kind of
financial app on an iPad next to him. There are seagulls and an eagle
flying above. There’s something cinematographic in the painting, too; it’s
a bit like this American entertainment fantasy of superheroes. The artists
I’m inspired by, like Mike Kelley or Paul Thek, never played it safe. I’m
thinking of how Kelley performed fantasy, how he dealt with Superman
and reimagined the planet of Kantor.

LK  I can see it. In your color palette, I detect Kryptonite green. And the
figure does remind me of Thek’s dead hippie.

JM  Whether consciously or not, those things are in my mind. These are
artists who are touching on an unconscious pop culture that is in all of
us.
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LK  In the show, the allegory also extends out from the canvas, through
sculptural interventions.

JM  The show includes a large pipe, installed on the ground, that’s
about the size of the painting. It’s a piece of pipeline that’s used to move
oil underground across America, and I’m painting rats inside. I want to
make them appear from a single perspective, like Holbein’s
Ambassadors (1533). The Swiss Institute [building] also used to be a
bank, and inside there’s a vault room. It says, “First National Bank and
Trust,” but the letters are a bit fucked up. I’m interested in these
sculptural interventions as subtle forms of sabotage.

LK  Can you tell me about your instinct to include sculpture alongside
your paintings in your shows?

JM  When I’m doing a solo show, I want to create a mise-en-scène. It’s a
form of generosity towards the viewer, in a way, but mostly the space
and the sculptural interventions serve a purpose in framing the
paintings. At the end of the day, I’m a painter.

LK  You mentioned Bruegel and the Renaissance, but when I look at
your works, I also think of Bosch’s Garden of Earthly Delights, and this
idea that along with all the pleasures of paradise, at its core, it’s also
mired in entropy.

JM  I was reading this book by TJ Clark, Heaven on Earth. Giotto’s
Dream of Joachim (1305) and The Land of Cockaigne are addressed as
paintings that show a specific moment where humankind is modified by
something beyond. The idea is that there’s something cracking,
changing, and a miracle unfolding. I thought it would be a challenge to
do that now. What would a painting of heaven on Earth would look like
today? Probably like having your private island where you have to do
nothing but work on your iPad, making a lot of money, right? (Laughs) I
was trying to capture this common dream.
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Related Articles

Image courtesy of the artist and Freedman Fitzpatrick, Los Angeles/Paris.
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When Chase Bank closed its branch on the corner of St. Marks Place and Second Avenue in 2016, someone scrawled

“Good riddance!” on a sign in the window announcing their move. Now the same building, occupied by the Swiss

Institute, is hosting Jill Mulleady’s exhibition in “Fight-or-Flight,” which explores the far-reaching effects of the financial

industry.

The best work here, “A Fantasy of Transcendence and a Preoccupation With Downfall and Ruin” (2019), is a large Neo-

Surrealist painting of a giant humanoid figure reclining on a barren landscape. The sky above the blank-eyed creature is

reminiscent of Edvard Munch’s “The Scream” (1893), but the painting also refers to works by Pieter Bruegel the Elder

and the satires of François Rabelais,  in which bucolic landscapes are occupied or marred by destructive humans.

A series of acrid-hued woodcuts of a colossal, anthropomorphized rat riding two horses over a cityscape, and a rat hand-

painted inside a huge pipe lying near the painting underscore the vermin-like nature of human civilization. Finally, an

installation consisting of a darkened bank vault with a cash machine vandalized by the artist, more directly connects the

banking industry with the “downfall” suggested in the painting’s title. The message is artfully delivered — but not

dissimilar in theme or tone to the missive written on that bank window back in 2016. MARTHA SCHWENDENER

A version of this article appears in print on Dec. 13, 2019, Section C, Page 16 of the New York edition with the headline: Galleries

Jill Mulleady’s “A Fantasy of Transcendence and a Preoccupation With Downfall and Ruin” (2019) at the
Swiss Institute. via Swiss Institute
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Les pensées magiques de Jill Mulleady

Ses intrigantes saynètes du quotidien, animées sur toile par de vives couleurs, ne
sont pas sans rap- peler l’étrange – et parfois angoissante – atmosphère des
tableaux d’un Edvard Munch. Jill Mul- leady est de cette nouvelle génération
d’artistes qui, depuis quelques années, redonnent à la peinture figurative ses lettres
de noblesse. À la Biennale de Venise cette année, l’artiste investit à la fois le Pavillon
Central et l’Arsenal avec deux séries de peintures inédites.

Premières amours européennes
Grâce à des origines suisse, irlandaise et allemande, Jill Mulleady est influencée très
tôt par la culture européenne. Née en Uruguay en 1980, elle grandit en Argentine
où ses parents l’inscrivent dans un établissement français. Elle y développe une
pas- sion brûlante pour le théâtre qui la mènera à Paris pour l’étudier pendant trois
ans. Shakespeare, Brecht, Artaud... l’artiste dévore les pièces de ces grands
dramaturges, imaginant elle-même mettre en scène l’énergie de leurs textes. C’est à
Londres qu’elle poursuit son parcours afin d’étudier les beaux-arts, puis à Bruxelles
où elle réside un an. Au fil des années passées en Europe, la jeune femme
s’enflamme pour la peinture des grands maîtres fla- mands mais aussi pour les
œuvres des expression- nistes allemands tels qu’Otto Dix ou Ernst Ludwig Kirchner.
Érigé comme maître à penser indépass- able, Edvard Munch reste toutefois l’une
des princi- pales références de Jill Mulleady, qui s’inspire aussi  bien de son
traitement de la couleur et de la forme que de la force narrative de ses
compositions et de la charge émotionnelle qui en émane. Frieze of Life, œuvre
majeure du peintre norvégien, est d’ailleurs le point d’ancrage de l’une des deux
séries de la jeune femme actuellement présentées à Venise.

Peindre, un besoin viscéral
Jill Mulleady l’affirme sans hésiter : “Je ne pense pas avoir choisi la peinture, je
pense plutôt que c’est la peinture qui m’a choisie.” Elle est très jeune lorsque la
peinture vient à elle, comme un besoin immanent, dont elle expérimente au
quotidien l’évidence et la simplicité déconcertantes. Si elle s’essaie à d’autres
techniques telles que la vidéo ou la sculpture, elle n’y retrouvera jamais ce naturel
presque inné de la pratique picturale. Lorsqu’elle est étudiante à Londres au milieu
des années 2000, la peinture figurative est encore boudée par le monde de l’art
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contemporain, dominé par une scène encore très marquée par les Young British
Artists. En dépit de ce tropisme, Jill Mulleady s’accroche à son instinct artistique et
persévère jusqu’à ce que le vent tourne en faveur de la peinture figurative, lui don-
nant à nouveau la place qu’elle mérite.

Raconter le présent
Utiliser l’art pour saisir la puissance du présent : cet adage de la modernité, Jill
Mulleady le suit scrupuleusement. Désormais installée à Los Angeles, elle y
apprécie depuis six ans ses espaces étendus qui acilitent l’épanouissement de sa
créativité. Les vastes paysages et routes interminables de Californie lui rappellent
étrangement l’ambiance de Bue- nos Aires... Dans ses toiles, la peintre recrée des
environnements composites puisant dans différents lieux de sa mémoire.
L’hybridité de ses décors dote ses tableaux d’un caractère impalpable et
mystérieux, proche de la fantasmagorie. Tout comme dans une mise en scène
théâtrale, l’artiste souhaite transcrire en peinture la psychologie de ses personnag-
es, ré-incarnant la plupart du temps ses proches en protagonistes de ses propres
fictions : selon ses mots, ils y deviennent alors des “archétypes” installés dans un
état flottant, entre absence et présence, ou à l’inverse pris dans le vif d’une
interaction physique. “J’essaie de capturer dans mes toiles l’énergie de ce qui va
changer”, déclare-t-elle. Presque toujours, les scènes qu’elle représente se trouvent
twistées par un élément inhabituel, habitées par l’anticipation angoissée du
désastre. La trivialité du quotidien se mêle alors tantôt à l’absurde tantôt au
magique, le tout empreint d’une certaine mélancolie cynique. Semblables aux
fragments d’une sombre épopée qui n’aurait ni début ni fin, les toiles de Jill
Mulleady nous invitent au cœur d’une dimension nouvelle, animées par sa quête
ob- sessionnelle de subvertir le réel.

1 / 2

SEE ALSO: La mode manquerait-elle de sommeil ?

Articles associés
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View of “Claude Mirrors: Victor Man, Jill Mulleady, Issy Wood,” 2019.

BERLIN

“Claude Mirrors: Victor Man, Jill Mulleady, Issy Wood”

SCHINKEL PAVILLON 

Oberwallstrasse 1

September 11–December 15, 2019

This group show is named after the tinted, convex pocket mirrors favored by British landscape

painters from the eighteenth century: Claude mirrors. Reflected through the black glass, a

surrounding scene would appear in distilled color with a softened focus and a framed

perspective. The tool was popular with travelers and artists, notably the originator of the

picturesque genre, Reverend William Gilpin, who advocated for its results, which he called

akin to “the visions of the imagination” and “the brilliant landscapes of a dream.”

Gilpin’s praise could be repurposed to describe the visions exhibited at Schinkel Klause—the

basement space within the eccentric, octagonal Schinkel Pavillon—where hallucinatory and

allegorical landscapes conjured from the imaginations of Victor Man, Jill Mulleady, and Issy 

Wood are staged in dialogue. But there is no high color here—rather, there are murky bruises

of green and gray, black and blue, rendered in oil paint on canvas, linen, velvet, and even the

furry pelt of a skinned rodent. Wood’s canvases depict aliens alongside classical sphinxes,

blurring classical antiquity and science fiction into one uneasy temporality.

Mulleady’s theatrical figures are possessed, too. In the viridescent The Green Room, I, 2017,

the protagonist flails his arms, spilling his drink, as if engaged in an occult ritual or visitation.

And in Man’s works, his characters have quite literally lost their heads—severed and placed

tenderly on anonymous laps, as in The Chandler, 2018, or missing completely, replaced with

architectural details on top of impenetrable, latex-clad bodies, as in Untitled, 2015. Charged

with the semiotics of surrealism, the uncanny images linger.

— Philomena Epps
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The annual fair is one of the few moments when the curtains part to reveal where collectors’
tastes — and their money — are heading.

By Scott Reyburn

June 13, 2019

BASEL, Switzerland — Some say there are too many international art fairs — nearly 300, according to

one recent report — but there is little doubt that they are the most convenient way for the wealthy to get

involved in the contemporary art market.

Art Basel, whose 50th edition previewed in Switzerland this past week, is the most significant fair of them

all, with leading dealers offering their most important works to their biggest-spending clients. The event

typically draws about 90,000 visitors, with a higher proportion of serious collectors and curators in Venice

Biennale years such as this; 290 galleries were hoping to take advantage.

“Basel will always be Basel. Everyone comes here,” said Rolf A. Hoff, a Norwegian collector with a

private museum in the Lofoten Islands. “There are so many good things. If you want a nice piece by an

artist, you’ll find it. But it has always been expensive.”

“Basel Week,” like the week of the Frieze fair in London, is one of the few moments when the curtains

part to reveal what is happening in the so-called primary market — the closely guarded trade in artworks

sold by galleries for the first time. We can also find out what dealers are charging when they re-offer

pieces. That glimpse can tell us where collectors’ tastes — and their money — are heading.

Last month, at a series of auctions in New York that took in more than $2 billion, a 1975 double portrait by

Barkley L. Hendricks sold for $3.7 million at Sotheby’s, adding to a recent run of record prices for works

by hitherto undervalued African-American artists.

At Art Basel, the New York dealer Jack Shainman, who specializes in African-American and African

artists, sold a smaller Hendricks portrait, “Andy,” for $1.5 million at the Tuesday preview. The circular

canvas was entered for sale by the family of the sitter, a friend of the artist.

In Basel, Taking the
Temperature of the Art World

ARTS Subscribe for full access Log in
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Mr. Shainman sold six of the nine works he had on display within an hour of the fair’s opening, including a

new canvas by Kerry James Marshall, “Untitled” priced at $3.5 million.

Mr. Hendricks died in 2017, and the inclusion of his works that year in the Tate Modern exhibition “Soul of

a Nation: Art in the Age of Black Power” helped galvanize his market. The presence of paintings in Ralph

Rugoff’s curated presentation at the Venice Biennale, “May You Live in Interesting Times,” had a similar

effect at Art Basel for Jill Mulleady, a Swiss-Uruguyan artist based in Los Angeles.

The Los Angeles dealer Freedman Fitzpatrick showed an installation of mixed media works by Ms.

Mulleady that evoke the life of an imaginary family, incorporated in elements from a demolished house.

Helped by institutional validation and approachable price points, all nine works sold on the first day for

$15,000 to $30,000.

“The gallerists have answered the demand of the global and diverse market by focusing their supply on

female artists and artists of color,” said Kristy Stubbs, a Dallas dealer who was visiting Art Basel on

behalf of clients. “At this level of sophisticated buyers, who consume blue chip modern and contemporary

works, the consumption almost seems unlimited.”

“Andy,” by the American artist Barkley L. Hendricks, sold
for $1.5 million. Barkley Hendricks/Jack Shainman Gallery
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Elsewhere at the fair, international mega-galleries were offering the sort of works by white male artists

that investment-minded collectors have snapped up in recent years for millions of dollars.

David Zwirner sold Gerhard Richter’s “Versammlung,” a rare 1966 painting of a crowd scene based on a

photograph, for $20 million. Levy-Gorvy found buyers for a 2009 abstract silk-screen by Christopher

Wool (about $6 million) and for a trademark Mark Grotjahn “face” painting from 2014 (about $5 million).

Jeff Koons’s 1994-2007 stainless steel sculpture “Sacred Heart (Magenta/Gold),” from the artist’s admired

“Celebration” series, took pride of place in Gagosian’s ever-crowded booth.

It had not sold by Thursday afternoon, but overall sales at the booth were double those in 2018, Larry

Gagosian, the gallery’s founder, said, without offering further details.

The asking price of the Koons sculpture was $14.5 million, far below not only the $91.1 million that the

artist’s rabbit sculpture brought last month at Christie’s — an auction record for a work by a living artist

— but also the $23.6 million that “Hanging Heart (Magenta/Gold)” from the “Celebration” series

achieved at auction in 2007.

An installation of mixed media works by Jill Mulleady at Art Basel. Jill

Mulleady/Freedman Fitzpatrick; Gina Folly
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The balancing act between Apollonian thought and 
Dionysian urges has a long lineage in art and literature, 
not least in the writings of Nietzsche, who theorized 
that the internal tension between reason and chaos lay 
behind most artistic creation. It has certainly provided 
fertile ground for the work of artist Jill Mulleady, whose 
striking oil paintings filled with contorted figures con-
jure up troubling mental imagery in a bid to exorcise 
deep inner drives. 

Born in Montevideo, Uruguay, in 1980, Mulleady 
studied drama and formed an independent theater 
troupe in Paris before turning her hand to art. After 
graduating with an MFA from Chelsea College of Arts 
in London in 2009, she relocated to Los Angeles, where 
she has lived and worked since 2013. Aside from a pe-
riod between 2011 and 2014, when she created abstract 
painted environments, her oeuvre since 2004 has almost 
uniformly consisted of expressive and unsettling figura-
tive oil paintings.

Mulleady’s aptly named exhibition “Fear,” at the 
Museo Archeologico Nazionale in Naples, positively 
brimmed with paintings suggestive of deep-rooted anxi-
eties. A hellhound that could just as easily have been 
found in a medieval illuminated manuscript dominates 
Riot II (2015). This winged and horned figure with a 
gaping, toothy mouth and peculiarly human arms is 
almost upstaged by a pair of devilish shadows and a 
grinning witch. In Riot I (2015), a crimson-colored 
monster with a piglike snout reaches up to grasp a 
branch. Decked with a rounded cap, which apes the 
distinctive shape of a Roman helmet, the figure is set 
before a hand brandishing a sickle, evoking the blood-
soaked mise-en-scène of the gladiatorial arena.

In Origines cultuelles et mythiques d’un certain com-
portement des dames romaines (2015), named after a book 
by Pierre Klossowski, Mulleady depicts a stocky black 
imp squatting over a woman in what looks to be a 
forced act of fellatio. At the other end, her prone figure 

is violated by a monstrous creature, dripping with saliva 
and other bodily fluids. The nightmarish characters 
in this Dionysian psychosexual drama directly echo 
the fantastical creations of artists like Henry Fuseli 
and William Blake. It is precisely in that echo that 
the intellectual, or Apollonian, impulse in her work 
becomes most evident — through a studied invocation 
of classical symbols and art-historical references, culled 
into a distinctive set of surreal and brutal imagery.

Poets, writers and artists from the past also appear 
frequently in Mulleady’s work. A figure closely resem-
bling the French dramatist Antonin Artaud, for one, 
featured prominently in “This Mortal Coil,” Mulleady’s 
recent exhibition at Freedman Fitzpatrick in Los Angeles 
and the artist’s first solo show in her adopted home. A 
member of the Surrealist group in Paris, Artaud was best 
known for his Theatre of Cruelty, which, with its violent 
themes of torture, destruction and death, attempted to 
provoke the repressed feelings of polite bourgeois society 
and incite the audience to act according to their instincts. 
Mulleady clearly has a continued interest in such bound-
ary breaking, evidenced in her subjects and titles. With 
“This Mortal Coil,” she ventured her own conceptual 
provocation in the form of a false floor installed in the 
gallery space. Forcing the viewer to go “onstage” in order 
to closely see the paintings, the artist directly implicated 
the visitor in the complex relationships between the 
works, activating us from viewer to player and inviting 
us to strut and fret our hour upon the stage.

Artaud’s doppelgänger appeared in two nearly iden-
tical paintings installed at the heart of the show, The 
Green Room I (2017) and The Green Room II (2017), 
with only barely perceptible differences between them, 
such as the angle of the figure’s left hand. With ghastly 
lime-tinged skin and a harlequin-like contrapposto, he 
looks away from a spilled drink. The doubling effect 
of The Green Room works was echoed in A Sun for the Sleep-
ers I–III (2017), a series of three woodcuts in which the 

Nightmares in Oil
Ciara Moloney on the demons in the paintings of Jill Mulleady

Previous page:
A Thousand Natural 
Shocks (2017)
Courtesy of the Artist and 
Freedman Fitzpatrick, Los 
Angeles
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in London in 2009, she relocated to Los Angeles, where 
she has lived and worked since 2013. Aside from a pe-
riod between 2011 and 2014, when she created abstract 
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by Pierre Klossowski, Mulleady depicts a stocky black 
imp squatting over a woman in what looks to be a 
forced act of fellatio. At the other end, her prone figure 
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in this Dionysian psychosexual drama directly echo 
the fantastical creations of artists like Henry Fuseli 
and William Blake. It is precisely in that echo that 
the intellectual, or Apollonian, impulse in her work 
becomes most evident — through a studied invocation 
of classical symbols and art-historical references, culled 
into a distinctive set of surreal and brutal imagery.

Poets, writers and artists from the past also appear 
frequently in Mulleady’s work. A figure closely resem-
bling the French dramatist Antonin Artaud, for one, 
featured prominently in “This Mortal Coil,” Mulleady’s 
recent exhibition at Freedman Fitzpatrick in Los Angeles 
and the artist’s first solo show in her adopted home. A 
member of the Surrealist group in Paris, Artaud was best 
known for his Theatre of Cruelty, which, with its violent 
themes of torture, destruction and death, attempted to 
provoke the repressed feelings of polite bourgeois society 
and incite the audience to act according to their instincts. 
Mulleady clearly has a continued interest in such bound-
ary breaking, evidenced in her subjects and titles. With 
“This Mortal Coil,” she ventured her own conceptual 
provocation in the form of a false floor installed in the 
gallery space. Forcing the viewer to go “onstage” in order 
to closely see the paintings, the artist directly implicated 
the visitor in the complex relationships between the 
works, activating us from viewer to player and inviting 
us to strut and fret our hour upon the stage.

Artaud’s doppelgänger appeared in two nearly iden-
tical paintings installed at the heart of the show, The 
Green Room I (2017) and The Green Room II (2017), 
with only barely perceptible differences between them, 
such as the angle of the figure’s left hand. With ghastly 
lime-tinged skin and a harlequin-like contrapposto, he 
looks away from a spilled drink. The doubling effect 
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Nightmares in Oil
Ciara Moloney on the demons in the paintings of Jill Mulleady

Previous page:
A Thousand Natural 
Shocks (2017)
Courtesy of the Artist and 
Freedman Fitzpatrick, Los 
Angeles
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same character appeared in triplicate, though in these 
works he is flipped to appear in reverse. Such mirror-
ing is often experienced as deeply uncanny, something 
Freud attributed to the notion of the soul being distinct 
from the physical body, which suggested an aspect of 
one’s self that cannot be contained. The greenish hue of 
Mulleady’s green man recalls popular representations of 
that most famous uncontrollable self — Robert Louis 
Stevenson’s Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.

“This Mortal Coil” comprised ten oil paintings, 
mostly set in bars and enveloped in a chartreuse mi-
asma suggestive of the psychic fog of absinthe. This 
so-called “green fairy” famously recurred throughout 
the paintings of Degas and Toulouse-Lautrec, among 

others, and Mulleady produces echoes of other familiar 
Montmartre denizens, for instance the expectant bar-
tender of A thousand natural shocks (2016), who appears 
like a reincarnation of the dolorous protagonist from 
Manet’s A Bar at the Folies-Bergère (1892). Most of Mul-
leady’s recent works are hallucinatory tableaux, made 
up of disparate figures, animals and objects. A cheetah 
sits attentively at a half-empty bar in Made in the Shade 
(2017), while a figure styled after Martin Kippenberger 
slumps over the counter. The cat sits with its back to 
the viewer, transfixed by a television displaying a CCTV 
feed of the parking lot outside Freedman Fitzpatrick. 
The combination of shamanic artist and spirit animal, 
in a setting copied from a mid-1990s photograph of Kip-

Kleptocracy (2017)
Courtesy of the Artist and 
Freedman Fitzpatrick, Los 
Angeles

penberger’s visit to Dawson City in Canada, suggests 
the loose associative logic of altered states, whether 
experienced during intoxication or sleep. That Mulleady 
is intrigued by the subconscious is further confirmed 
by the exhibition text for “Fear,” which mentions the 
Duke of Zhou who, according to Chinese legend, ap-
peared in dreams to portend momentous events. Like 
Freud, Mulleady sees dreams and drunkenness as the 
last refuge of our latent desires in a repressive social 
order, a permissive realm in which one’s Dionysian 
drives can take fullest expression.

It’s not all chaos, however, for Apollo does intervene 
on occasion. Mulleady has always taken care to offset her 
discombobulating visions of violence or narcotic stupor 

with scenes of utter normality. In works like Beating the 
System (2015) and Spray la vie (2016) — respectively a 
neatly stacked dishwasher and a kitchen sink full of 
glasses, cups and bowls — she renders her subjects with 
absolute clarity, with a greater emphasis on naturalistic 
detail than in her evocative, more loosely painted large 
canvases. These works suggest that the restless nights 
filled with uneasy dreams will always take place amid 
the mundane reality of everyday life, the inference be-
ing that such phantasms are as workaday and banal as 
the washing-up.

Yet recently the strangeness of her work has taken 
on a more urgent tone. In a painting whose title offers 
a blunt summation of our current political moment, 

Prince S (2017)
Courtesy of the Artist and 
Freedman Fitzpatrick, 
Los Angeles
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same character appeared in triplicate, though in these 
works he is flipped to appear in reverse. Such mirror-
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Kleptocracy (2017)
Courtesy of the Artist and 
Freedman Fitzpatrick, Los 
Angeles
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Prince S (2017)
Courtesy of the Artist and 
Freedman Fitzpatrick, 
Los Angeles
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Kleptocracy (2017), Joan of Arc can be seen slaying a 
repulsive tongue-like being, while in the background a 
crouching woman, adopting the angled pose of Picasso’s 
brutally powerful Les Demoiselles d’Avignon (1907), is 
intended as a reference to Melania Trump. On the wall 
there hangs a picture of an emaciated polar bear tread-
ing an ever-shrinking ice cap, a direct reference to the 
present administration’s suspicion of climate change and 
casual disregard for environmental protection. Filled 
with monsters and corruption, Kleptocracy presents a 
frightening picture of the shape our world is taking. 
As the walking, talking id of America, embodying its 

grasping at wealth, status and power, Melania’s husband 
provides rich fodder for the Dionysian imagination. In 
a political era defined by the alt-right web, fake news 
and so-called “alternative facts,” we are living in an echo 
chamber of unprecedented proportions, where even the 
dominant discourse has recognized the poststructuralist 
edict that there is no essential connection between the 
signified and its signifier.

Mulleady’s work opens up the broader question of 
how we are served by representations of violence and 
horror. For Klossowski, the best means of comprehend-
ing one’s darkest impulses was to reproduce them in 

The Green Room, II 
(2017)
Courtesy of the Artist and 
Freedman Fitzpatrick, 
Los Angeles

the form of a simulacrum, or copy. Klossowski, who 
spent years training for the priesthood in a Catholic 
seminary before losing his vocation, was fascinated by 
sadomasochistic imaginings. But does the simulacrum 
offer an edifying spectacle or does it merely entrench 
violence and abasement? Is it truly exorcism, or is it 
reinforcement? Does it need to be accompanied by a 
trigger warning? Of course, to represent something — 
say, for instance, the fear and loathing of contemporary 
life under Bannon’s administration — is not to be the 
thing itself. The simulacrum captures the essence of 
an obsession and, in recreating it, must be both fearful 
and tantalizing. For Klossowski this dualism meant the 
pursuit of transgression in order to access the sacred, 
though his contemporary Georges Bataille had a rather 
less mystical interpretation. In his 1949 essay “The Cruel 
Practice of Art,” Bataille compared the motivation of 
the Surrealist painter to the Aztecs and their human 
sacrifices, in that both shared a desire to see “the hidden 
movement of the human heart,” for “the painting of 
horror reveals the opening onto all possibility.”

Rather than shying away from one’s demons, it is 
more constructive for artists like Mulleady to tame them 

using words or images. It is true that, once formed, such 
simulacra possess a life of their own in the world — no 
longer merely the product of an individual imagination, 
but one that is revealed to the eyes of spectators and 
understood in myriad ways. While losing control of 
the interpretation of one’s simulacra may be frighten-
ing, ultimately it can create a community of response 
through multiple articulations, where others troubled 
by such notions can choose to give voice to their fears. 
It is by sharing these imaginings that we can tackle that 
which truly threatens us. In this way, Mulleady invites 
us into a terrifying world, but one that must be faced 
head-on and without flinching.

From May 20 to July 23 the Kunsthalle Bern presents 
an exhibition of new paintings by Jill Mulleady.

Ciara Moloney is a writer and curator 
based in Los Angeles.

Origines cultuelles et 
mythiques d’un certain 
comportement des 
dames romaines (2015)
Courtesy of the Artist and 
Gaudel de Stampa, Paris 
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FRIEZE ONLINE, 21 FEBRUARY 2017, 
JILL MULLEADY AT FREEDMAN FITZPATRICK
REVIEW BY HANA COHN
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JILL MULLEADY
Freedman Fitzpatrick, 
Los Angeles, USA

I kept thinking of magic: sleight of 
hand magic; the magic of appear-
ance and disappearance; the magic 
of perception, misperception and 
misdirection. The most alluring of 
Jill Mulleady’s paintings in her recent 
show at Freedman Fitzpatrick, ‘This 
Mortal Coil’, are of figures rendered in 
ghoulish greens or electric blues and 
awash with splashes of acidic red. Like 
finger drawings revealed by the fog of a 
warm exhale onto a window, Mulleady’s 
images come to life suspended in their 
own hazy world.

The narratives offered by each work 
are equally slippery and ambiguous.  
In Prince S (2017), a shirtless character 
in jeans smokes a joint in the fore-
ground, unfazed by the three faceless 
figures groping each other behind him. 
Reflected in a mirror alongside, his 
likeness looks on with bloodshot eyes: 
while his pose is similar, he occupies a 
blue room in which the smoke from his 
joint forms a seductive constellation 

around his body. Prince S seems less 
conscious of our viewership than of his 
own reflection. As in many of Mulleady’s 
paintings, the double is more aware 
than its original.

At the back of the gallery hangs 
a diptych: The Green Room I and The 
Green Room II (both 2017) depict an 
aloof man with hawkish features and 
pea-coloured skin caught in a flail-
cum-dance. He stands behind a bar 
with one arm thrown above his head as 
his shadow hovers behind him – a sort 
of theatrical partner. His opposite arm 
is positioned to emphasize a flick of the 
wrist, revealing a pink cuff on an oth-
erwise blue shirt. In both paintings, a 
shallow puddle on the bar from an over-
turned drink reveals the figure’s cocked 
hand, extended outward in reflection. 
Perhaps someone else, outside of our 
field of vision, is reaching for him; Mul-
leady keeps it a secret.

A Thousand Natural Shocks (2017) 
depicts a blushing young woman 
donning a top hat. In her left hand, she 
holds a red pill; in her right, a blue one. 
Mulleady has painted the woman 
mid-gesture, as though we are witness-
ing an act of choice. The significance  
of her decision is compounded by  

Left 
Jill Mulleady,  
Kleptocracy, 2017, oil 
on linen, 1.7 × 1.7 m 

Right 
Jill Mulleady,  
Prince S, 2017, oil on 
linen, 1.7 × 1.3 m 

a sinister, pistol-toting silhouette looming 
behind. Could this be the shadow of  
her subconscious? Or is it a third party  
– heroic or villainous, we cannot tell –  
who might, in fact, be standing right 
behind us?

Mulleady paints these shadowy  
figures in delicate and precarious dances 
with the bodies that cast them. While 
such imprints typically serve as indices  
of the human form – reactive and real-
time reflections of physical presence – the 
artist betrays that interpretation: these 
are characters in their own right. Confes-
sional whispers of our inner mortal coils, 
these shadows and reflections reveal the 
parts of ourselves that we aim to conceal. 
With simple painterly gestures, Mulleady’s 
strange character studies become mirrors 
for our own self-reflection.

Hana Cohn
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KALEIDOSCOPE, SPRING 2017
JILL MULLEADY
REVIEW BY FRANKLIN MELENDEZ
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CURA SPRING 2017
JILL MULLEADY
REVIEW BY MAURIN DIETRICH



“We are the granddaughters of the witches 
you forgot to burn centuries ago”.
Unknown 

Jill Mulleady uses repetition, within the lan-
guage of painting. This approach blurs any 
conclusion around the assertion of an origin 
or original. “Act so that there is no use in a 
centre,” Gertrude Stein suggests in a whis-
per. What an absurd idea to be able to remain 
entirely focused in one center, when no one 
is any longer interested, not even the subject 
itself. Mulleady’s paintings are inhabited by 
figures who exist by looking at each other, 
and mock on their personal performances 
with a hint of a knowing smile. These slippery 
characters seem to be repeating nameless 
rituals, until the point they freeze on a ges-
ture. Something vanishes in the process. But 
the trace remains and still keeps repeating 
endless rituals. She paints doubles, triplets, 
producing figurative spaces where Doppel-
gängers meet each other. They gaze at them-
selves in reflections, mirrors, irreverent shad-
ows, or painted copies.

Prince S is in a bar at night staring with 
mysterious bloodshot eyes, smoking a joint. 
His/her or their naked torso leaning forward 
at an unnatural angle, gazing with the cor-
ner of his eye at his own mirrored image who 
escaped into a starry night. In the following 
painting, Prince S 2, the same blueish figure 
descends a green stone spiral stairway while 
carrying on the shoulders an unconscious vic-
tim, their fugitive reflection. In both paintings 
we find ourselves inside rooms with paintings 
in the background. Paintings within paintings, 
where we encounter faceless and genderflux 
figures entangled, forming a decadent some-
times violent sex party. We are voyeurs, they 

are witnesses. Here, an action can never be 
pornographic in itself; it is its representation 
that makes it. Pornography is therefore al-
ways graphic. This was understood by Pierre 
Klossowski when he suggested to interpret 
eroticism as a specific form of representation.

In Mulleady’s paintings, figures linger, 
move and leave through a dreamlike reality. 
They seem to be driven by a desire with fatal 
consequences. The structure within the for-
mality of repetitions and reflections recalls 
the anatomy of the digital novel Patchwork 
Girl. A hypertext fiction by Shelley Jackson, 
written in 1995, which revolves around the 
connections between monstrosity, subjec-
tivity and repetition. Parts of a female body 
are stitched together through text and im-
age. “In hypertext,” she says, “everything is 
there at once and equally weighted. It is a 
body whose brain is dispersed throughout 
the cells, fraught with potential, fragile with 
indecision, or rather strong in foregoing de-
cisions, the way a vine will bend but a tree 
can fall down.” It is inspired by Mary Shel-
ley’s novel Frankenstein, in which the male 
character Victor engages in the creation of a 
female companion for his monster but then 
destroys his creature before completing it. In 
Jackson’s variation it is Shelley who creates 
her own female monster. The woman and the 
monster later become lovers, travel through 
the United States, and live wild and lawless 
adventures. Shelley’s hypertext fiction works, 
as Mulleady’s paintings, through the dupli-
cation and reflection of different parts of the 
body and figures that, all together, generate 
a new image. Not anchored on a specific or-
igin, but rooted on possibilities and choices. 
They have the freedom to become something 
different. “If you want to see the whole,” we 

JILL MULLEADY BY MAURIN DIETRICH
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read at one point, “you will have to piece me 
together yourself.” Here, the form of hypertext 
demonstrates to what extent the technique of 
collage—but above all the process of appro-
priation, assembly, connection and disguise of 
borders—characterizes the method by which 
we conceive sex and identity. In Mulleady’s 
paintings contemporary cyber porn snapshots 
can then become the model of an mytholog-
ical extreme rape scene. What you see now 
alters what you will perceive next. 

A scene set in a bar, titled Kleptocracy, re-
calls Otto Dix’s Metropolis triptych and seems 
to be a gathering of female figures of different 
decades and realities in a bar. Among voyeurs, 
glaring portraits, genderless characters, riots 
and underworld Doppelgängers, Mulleady’s 
bar represents a social place where one may 
run into Joan of Arc or Anita Berber, the femme 
fatale and incarnation of the feminine bohemi-
an of the 1920s.  And is it Melania Trump that 
appears to be chained to the bar?

In May this year, Mulleady opened her solo 
exhibition at Kunsthalle in Bern, presenting a 
series of recent paintings created specifically 
for the institution. The works themselves wel-
come the viewer by infatuated and bewitched 
beings. They slightly turn to the visitor only to 
turn vainly away just a moment later. The fig-
ures look at the observer from the corner of 
their eyes with an appearance that seems to 
want everything and nothing, inviting the ob-
server to be all they want and don’t want to be. 

Together with these fictional characters, 
we face the banality and fatigue of domes-
tic scenes set against the glaring sun of Los 
Angeles. Chaotic desks and cluttered dish-
washers depict the familiar myths and facts of 
everyday life, a fictive housewife fearing fear. 
In the painting No Hope No Fear, twilight illu-
minates a messy desk strewn with books, a 
pink light bulb, a knife, a green empty cup, and 
the remains of a meal appear before our eyes; 
on the front, a notebook left open, a hasty list 
of things: Nietzsche, eagle, Beckett, no style. 

On the foreground sits the historical novel 
Heliogabalus by Antonin Artaud. We are again 
voyeurs, but this time of intimate representa-
tions where the everyday life of managing a 
household and caring for a child overlaps with 
the drive to produce one’s own work. How to 
make art work? In Heliogabalus, Artaud at-
tempts to poetically mythologize his own per-
sona and aesthetic project. Leaving Artaud out 
on the desk, Mulleady thematizes the pow-
er of historiography in two ways. The image 
of this book marks the possibility of an exit 
as Heliogabalus is also a narrative of life be-
coming fiction or all that life could—potential-
ly—be. It follows a protagonist who, by virtue 
of imperial authority, assumes the power to 
shape a kingdom according to his own imagi-
nation, transforming everyday life into an orgi-
astic theater of cruelty. Any concept of reason 
is violated as rationally organized language 
is transgressed by the boundless freedom of 
the body. Sexuality, crime and illness become 
means of spreading anarchy in Rome, liberat-
ing society from law. In Mulleady’s paintings, 
domestic still lifes are counterposed with fic-
tional and bewitched figures, and although 
this meeting may appear confusing at first 
glance, these very female figures have passed 
through the cruel normality of domestic life in 
order to claim a new role for themselves as 
makers of even crueler, painterly fictions.

183

The captain lied, 2017 (previous page) Prince S, 2017 (p. 176) 
The Green Room, I, 2017 (p. 178) A Thousand Natural Shocks, 2017 (p. 179) 

All images Courtesy: the artist
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JILL MULLEADY AT GAUDEL DE STAMPA
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MOUSSE, APRIL–MAY 2016
THE MARRIAGE OF HEAVEN AND HELL
REVIEW BY ANDREW BERARDINI



Andrew Berardini takes us on a voyage inside Jill Mulleady’s 

otherworldly representations that combine heavenly peace and 

turbulent sensuality. Jill Mulleady (1980) was born in Montevideo and lives in Los Angeles. For her last 
solo show, “Fear” at the National Archeological Museum in Naples she created a 
scent as a means to update the sensorial conditions of the museum. She’s currently 
preparing her first solo show in Paris at Gaudel de Stampa & in Los Angeles at 
Freedman Fitzpatrick. 

The Marriage of Heaven and Hell: Jill Mulleady 

N I C E  T O  M E E T  Y O U

BY ANDREW BERARDINI

“The gates of hell are open night and day;
Smooth the descent, and easy is the way…”
— Virgil’s The Aeneid, book 6. Translated by John Dryden

The verdant green hills fold and makes valley, narrowing along 
the meandering banks of the mossy river. The lushness of the 
grass fills with a menagerie of animals. The tiger and the leopard, 
tongues lolling, wrestle in the clear light watched dumbly by a 
dewy-eyed gray ox and a dignified stag. Beside a fat-bottomed fowl 
on the banks of the river, a unicorn sips from the waters, its long 
horn dipping below the waveless surface. A lemur casually rides 
an elephant and the startled monkey looks like he ’s been caught 
mid-mischief by the palm tree. Over all of them, mountainous in 
scale, a black-gowned woman with auburn hair drapes her body 
over a half-opened silver laptop twice her size, propped like a tee-
pee, her palest white hands holding gossamer cords controlling a 
black-hooded demon ravishing a fair-maiden on the shore. 

Beyond this tableau, the darkness closes in, the monsters with 
brilliant faces and misshapen bodies climb out of the shadows of 
ancient ruins and fresh imaginations. Two demons mount anoth-
er maiden, a stubby legged little Mephistopheles fucks her face, 
while a colossal golem props her ass on his thick, stony thighs.

Go deeper. Do you smell that? The Devil might call it “fear” 
but it ’s the perfume made from scraping the oil and blood and dirt 
and sweat from the flesh of victorious gladiators fresh from their 
battles in the arena. Pliny the Elder describes its medicinal qual-
ities and sometimes the staggering price of the stuff, but here, it 
diffuses like mists, the mud and blood and fear, the stink of adren-
aline and sharpened iron, of leather and musk, coats everything. 
In its raw fetid odor, a dying body squirts out the last of its living 
blood into the shouts of the mob in the stands, marinating in sweat 
and red wine. All who smell this perfume wish to fight and fuck 
at the same time. Jill Mulleady attempted to bottle it for herself. 

The Garden of Earthly Delights (1503-1515) with its grassy 
pleasures easily leads to the divine retribution we ’ll receive for all 
the fun we thought we were having. The passage between para-
dise and hell in Bosch is only a patch of grass away, a panel over. 
The underworld or the afterlife, heaven and hell are just places to 
splash our fears and desires. These two wetly tangle and knot in all 
humans and never more so than we gaze into the beyond. 

Here in the paintings, perfume, and installations of Jill 
Mulleady, there are creatures and tableaux, situations and rituals, 
eluding easy summarization or cheap interpretation. Heaven and 
hell are projections of fantasies, Mulleady layers them into sin-
gle scenes. In the West, Christians peeled heaven from hell, the 
two separated and certainly not equal. We ’ve traded out afterlives 
with each changing of the gods. The ancient animal-human hybrid 
deities were defeated by perfect Olympians and then pulverized 
into oblivion by the followers of a sweet-mouthed Aramaic Jew. 
Zeus’ defeat of the Titans, Oedipus’ outwitting of the Sphinx, 
these powerful chimerical creatures crashed into the rocks, were 
reduced to ornaments and tourist attractions. Though even Pan, 
one of the most beloved of the country gods, got gussied up to be 
the devil by village priests trying to shake out the ancient affection 

for this lusty old goat and replace it with good clean Christian 
ardor. One hopes that goat-legged Pan is still out there in a moun-
tain glade somewhere he can be freely worshipped, drinking and 
fucking with the abandonment he deserves. The Greco-Romans 
spirituality haunts our words and forms a collective mythology 
for Westerners, but it might be hard to muster a manger’s worth 
of true believers. 

The ancient legends still shudder their way through our 
lives. They prance and rut and splatter through the work of Jill 
Mulleady. Even as Jill worked abstractly for a long moment in 
her career (early and lately working primarily in figurative paint-
ing), they were backdrops to performances, sites of strange ritu-
als, dreamy scenarios. Through a glass, darkly the strange figures 
and places that cavort in her paintings, all have a strange pallor of 
the otherworldly, even the brightest most domestic of things: a 
women opening a book showing two different facing pictures of 
open valleys in her lap. The banality of the scene is somehow shot 
through with weird fertility symbols and alluring prospect of hot 
sex, all appear in Jill’s bright, soft colors. Pre-Raphaelite colors, 
though nowhere near as fussy. And though early De Chirico gets a 
hard visual reference in This is not a love song (2016), the hazy, an-
imal fantasies of literary Leonora Carrington and the gauzy dark 
eroticism of Odilon Redon feel much truer. Though bright and 
clear, its hard not to feel some gauze over your eyes staring deeply 
into these tableaux. 

Modernity in Jill’s work asserts itself in almost comedic ways, 
the hard purity of a smart phone tucked into the wall behind an 
impossibly bent, single-booted women with god knows what 
ready to tumble out of her cleanly flayed open torso in Sex Murder 
(2016), or the giant laptop; these hard planes inject the cold, cor-
porate minimalism of late techno capitalism into a mix that is both 
goofy and jarring, like an alarm clock in the middle of pillowy, 
erotic dream. 

The interplay isn’t between another world and this one, but a 
way of employing otherworlds to peer into this one. Slumberland, 
the divine, the supernatural, the metaphysical, I might even add 
the prognostications of tarot and astrology along with some of the 
Surrealists’ favorite games, none of these have much empirical ve-
racity but they offer a set of symbols, stories, legends that provoke 
reflection, introspection, and perhaps revelation. Reading your 
horoscope, you take a moment to examine your life to see how 
it might be true. Alongside a way to connect us to the power and 
beauty of cosmic forces, that moment of examination, search, and 
reflection is the true purpose of astrology. 

Looking into Jill’s works, I feel the artist touring what might 
lazily called surreal spaces, occupied by the weird shapes and wild 
animals in heavenly peace and devilish monsters in hellish sexual 
congress and modern technology almost like Space Odyssey stone 
monuments (a shape she twisted for the bottle of perfrum), all the 
fantasy, anxiety, desire, and fear surging against the rules of polite 
society. The otherworldly that we can escape can only avoid the 
perverse effects of repression when given space to manifest. When 
one marries fear and desire as Jill does, the result is very danger-
ous and utterly alluring. 
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Origines cultuelles et mythiques d’un certain comportement des dames romaines, 2015, “Fear” installation view at Il Museo Archeologico Nazionale  
di Napoli, Naples. Courtesy: the artist; Freedman Fitzpatrick, Los Angeles; Gaudel de Stampa, Paris. Photo: Fred Uyttenhove
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Riot II, 2015. Courtesy: the artist; Freedman Fitzpatrick, Los Angeles;  
Gaudel de Stampa, Paris

Riot III, 2015. Courtesy: the artist; Freedman Fitzpatrick, Los Angeles;  
Gaudel de Stampa, Paris

Riot I, 2015. Courtesy: the artist; Freedman Fitzpatrick, Los Angeles;  
Gaudel de Stampa, Paris

Origines cultuelles et mythiques d’un certain comportement des dames 
romaines, 2015. Courtesy: the artist; Freedman Fitzpatrick, Los Angeles; 

Gaudel de Stampa, Paris
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Pussy Magic, 2015. Courtesy: the artist and Freedman Fitzpatrick, Los Angeles
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It’s funny how the colors of the real world only seem really real when you watch them on a screen, 2016. Courtesy: Gaudel de Stampa, Paris
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They Don’t Care About Us, 2016. Courtesy: the artist and Freedman Fitzpatrick, Los Angeles
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Sex Murder, 2016. Courtesy: Gaudel de Stampa, Paris This is not a love song, 2016. Courtesy: Gaudel de Stampa, Paris
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